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Abstract- Cryptography is that the science of writing secretly code associate degree is an ancient art. By creating use of 
computing (AI), Human Intelligence are often simulated by a machine, Neural Networks is one of the sub field of AI. Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANN) consists of nerve cells and weights assigned to lay neuron connections helps in storing the 
noninheritable data. This paper makes use of Hebbian learning rule to coach the ANN of each sender and receiver machines. 
within the field of Public Key Cryptography (PKC), Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) area unit wide want to 
generate distinctive keys and random numbers utilized in ANN that area unit found to possess many varieties of possible 
attacks. It's essential for a key to possess randomness for key strength and security. This paper proposes the concept of key 
generation for PKC by combination of ANN and Genetic Algorithm (GA).It absolutely was detected that use of ANN together 
with GA has not thus far been explored. GA approach is usually applied for obtaining improvement and solutions in search 
issues. GA correlates to the character to an outsized extent manufacturing population of numbers wherever variety possessing 
higher fitness worth is replicated a lot of. Thus, creating GA a really sensible competitor for PRNGs. Sensible Fitness perform 
helps in exploring search area of random numbers in additional economical manner. GA PRNGs result samples satisfies 
frequency take a look at and gap take a look at. therefore the numbers generated when every iteration by GA PRNG area unit 
statistically verified to be random and nonrepeating, having no previous relation  of next variety from the previous ones, acting 
as a vital initialization parameter for neural algorithmic rule overcomes the problem of acknowledging the random variety 
generated by traditional PRNG. Elgamal Public Key Encryption Algorithm was used for encryption and decryption of user’s 
data.Our algorithmic rule was determined to grant quick and improved performance results having sensible and possible 
implementation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Cryptography is that the follow and study of 
techniques for secure communication within the 
presence of third parties referred to as adversaries. 
The goal of any cryptographical system is that the 
exchange of knowledge among the meant users with 
none outflow of knowledge to others WHO could have 
unauthorized access to that. Our paper introduces the 
safety achieved mistreatment the Genetic 
algorithm(GA) and Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANN). Genetic formula plays the role of generating 
the keys and ANN updates the weights till the random 
secret is not generated. The paper proposes the 
Elgamal Public Key cryptography formula for 
encrypting and decrypting the message. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
Many analysis papers coping with Neural Networks 
and key generation in cryptography are studied and 
analyzed to get a plan of the previous tries created 
during this field. It was found that the utilization of 
ANN along side GA has not still now been explored. 
It's essential for a key to possess randomness for key 
strength and security. Hence, creating the code 
exhausting to interrupt. One of the paper presents the 
primary goals of that paper were to supply a 
performance comparison between traditional 

cryptography ways and genetic algorithmic rule (GA) 
based mostly ways, and to see the validity of typical 
GA-based ways within the field of cryptography. The 
focus was on classical ciphers, as well as substitution, 
permutation, transposition, knapsack and Vernam 
ciphers. The principles employed in these ciphers kind 
the inspiration for many of the fashionable 
cryptosystems. Also, if a GA-based approach is 
unsuccessful on these easy systems, it's unlikely to be 
worthy to use a GA-based approach to more difficult 
systems[1].Another paper presents the generation of 
secret key over a public channel that is simulated and 
synthesized exploitation VHDL[2]. Also one more 
paper showed the time in cryptanalysis of vigenere 
cipher is a smaller amount by exploitation GA.The 
method to seek out key length provides smart result 
with compare with different strategies[3]. 
 
 Also in one of the paper we studied that the primary 
goals of that work they performed were to provide 
higher and quick performance results and to work out 
the validity of typical GA-based ways within the field 
of cryptography. Therefore from applied mathematics 
analysis of results, final keys obtained from GA were 
determined to be strictly random and thence 
increasing the strength of keys and security 
[4].Another paper describes the Elgamal 
Algorithm[5]. 
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III. MOTIVATION 
In todays day to day life security has became a vital 
concern,would like of security has became a vital issue 
in any organization. Numerous strategies are fictional 
to form information secure. So need for security has 
arised.Also the traditional method of cryptography is 
proving less potential so there is need to design a 
complex method in field of cryptography for achieving 
security in todays lives. 
 
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 
Fig.1 Flow Diagram 

As shown in Fig.1 Flow diagram of the system is 
represented.Following are the module details: 
Genetic Algortihm Module Implementation 
• class GeneticAlgo: the category that's chargeable for 
all the operations of genetic formula. 
• category FitnessComparator: A comparator class to 
type chromosomes with fitness price so as to indicate 
the ultimate population within the table. 
• struct Chromosome: The structure that represents a 
body that embrace genes, fitness and its accumulative 
of average fitness. 

• class MainFrame: the category that chargeable for 
handling computer program and build initial 
population so as to pass to the genetic formula. 
• class Board: the category that's chargeable for 
graphical read and operations of the chess board. 
Data Structure: GetInitialPopulation () 
This operate takes the dimensions of population 
because the parameter and returns an inventory of 
chromosomes that contain indiscriminately generated 
genes. The values of genes square measure 
indiscriminately selected from an inventory that 
contains zero to seven,whereas choosing the values 
from the list, the chosen values square measure 
removed to avoid the duplication of genes during a 
gene. The dimensions of the list is capable the 
dimensions of population. Once making the initial 
population mistreatment this operate, the came back 
list of chromosomes sends to the operate DoMating. 
Data Structure: DoMating () 
This operate takes an inventory of chromosomes 
because the initial population, variety of generations 
that we have a tendency to square measure willing to 
propagate within the formula, the crossover likelihood 
and therefore the mutation likelihood as its 
parameters. The accountable of this operate is to 
handle the propagation to the specified generation by 
invoking the functions CalcFitness, 
PrepareRuletteWheel, Crossover and change. 
Data Structure: CalcFitness () 
This operate calculates the fitness of every gene and 
assigns the fitness price to the property fitness of every 
gene. The fitness is calculated by tally of collisions and 
deduct it from the utmost number of collisions as a 
result of during this code the fitness may be a 
higher-is-better operate, whereas calculative the 
fitness for every gene, this operate conjointly 
calculates the full fitness of the population as a result 
of we want it within the next step to calculate the 
fitness magnitude relation of every gene. 
Data Structure: PrepareRuletteWheel() 
A rulette wheel that's supported the fitness of body is 
employed for choosing folks to mate so as to come up 
with a replacement generation. This operate is 
chargeable for getting ready the rullette wheel and it 
takes an inventory of chromosomes because the 
current population and therefore the total fitness of the 
population. The operate calculates the magnitude 
relation of fitness of every gene to the full fitness then 
calculates the accumulative of it to assign to the 
property cumAvgFitness of a gene. 
Data Structure: Crossover () 
This operate is chargeable for biological process and 
biological research operations. The operate takes an 
inventory of chromosomes because the current 
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population and therefore the crossover likelihood as 
its parameters. The operate Assay(int likelihood) 
returns true with the given probability, so it's used 
with the crossover likelihood to work out whether or 
not the operation may be a biological process or a 
biological research. 
Data Structure: Assay () 
This part of code is from the higher than operate and is 
chargeable for crossover the 2 folks parentX and 
parentY. so as to form the offspring, genes square 
measure choosing from 2 folks with a likelihood of 
zero.5 whereas avoiding the cistron duplication within 
the population. 
Data Structure: Mutation () 
This operate applies the mutation operator with the 
given likelihood. It assays the prospect of mutation 
whereas traversing the genes of chromosomes within 
the current population. If the mutation should be 
applied to a cistron, then it's price swaps with a 
indiscriminately selected cistron except the cistron 
that's subjected to change from a similar population. 
When an answer is achieved, the array of genes within 
the body that contains the answer may be set to the 
property that square measure named as Genes within 
the category-board.  
 
Hebbian Learning Rule Module 
According to Hebb, if one nerve cell takes half in 
firing another, the strength of the affiliation between 
them are going to be enlarged. 
 What this suggests is that if associate degree input 
elicits a pattern of neural activity, Hebbian learning 
can tend to strengthen the tendency to elicit a similar 
pattern of activity on subsequent occasions. That is, if 
learning within the brain is Hebbian, then learning 
can tend to strengthen no matter response the brain 
makes to its inputs. If the response is helpful and 
constructive, the brain can learn to strengthen it. If the 
response is inappropriate or undesirable, Hebbian 
learning can still tend to strengthen it. 
This results in the suggestion that a lot of failures of 
learning in adulthood could mirror a 
self-contradictory tendency of the mechanisms of 
learning to strengthen inappropriate or undesirable 
responses. 
 
Elgamal 
ElGamal is nothing however the advance version of 
Diffie- Hell-men key exchange protocol. ElGamal is 
sweet as a result of it provides completely different 
cipher text for same plain text on every 
occasion.ElGamal‘s cryptography is incredibly 
straightforward as a result of it's multiplica-tion of 
message and symmetric key(i.e c=m*k). 

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
Rcn = (fmax - fl) / (fmax - fmin) pfcn Rmn = (fmax 

-fm) / (fmax - fmin) pfmn 

Where 

Rcn =(241-203)/(10-1)*7=(-193)/9*7=29.55 

Rmn =(241-180)/(10-1)*0.5=3.388 

fmax =10 

fmin = 1 

fr = 0-1 

fl =203 

fm = 180 

pfcn= Cutpoint=7 

pfmn = Mutation Rate:0.5% 

Mutation is given by : 

 (No of cellsinachromosome* No of chromosomes 

*mutation rate) 

= ( 7 * 10 * 0.5 ) / 10 = 3. 

h : 

 fI : 0.296432125208072 

f :0.260437827 

f h : 0.296432125208072 

 l(h) :7bit 

2 : 0.439360024276869 

Nh (t) :5 

nh (5 +1) 

i :6 

Hereby, we have analyzed that the key generated was 
random and pure in nature. 
 
CONCLUSION 
We proposed the concept of Genetic Algorithm with 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) for key generation method. 
it absolutely was found that GA in PRNGs for data 
format of input parameters in ANN has valid 
application overcoming the matter of acknowledging 
the random range generated by ancient PRNGs in 
ANN that created it liable to attackers when discovery 
of patterns in these random values. It has the 
advantage identical plaintext offers a unique 
ciphertext (with close to certainty) every time it's 
encrypted. The result of frequency and gap check 
performed on GA PRNG of ANN are encouraging and 
verifies that the keys generated by ANN are random 
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and nonrepeating in nature. Also comparison of the 
information security system proposed in this paper is 
giving good performance than traditional information 
security systems. 
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